
 

 

The Rosenzweig Letters: Biography of Fritz Guckenheimer 
 

 

Fritz Guckenheimer as German soldier in Belgium (1915) 
(Photo: Mr. Eric G. Yondorf) 

 

Fritz Guckenheimer was born in Nuremberg on February 2, 1875, the sixth of Sophie and 
Isak’s children. He probably went through a mercantile apprenticeship prior to becoming a 
partner in Pflueger & Co. Like his older brother, Fritz married a Leopold sister, Else (1880 
Nuremberg - 1925 Nuremberg); they had a daughter, Lotte (1903 Nuremberg - 1941 deported 
to Riga where she is assumed to have perished). Fritz saw service in Belgium with a Bavarian 
army unit during World War I. His wife divorced him in 1919 and soon remarried - perhaps a 
consequence of the long wartime separation. Fritz and his also divorced brother Stephan 
formed a joined household for many years. This was not without frictions since Fritz was a 
very jovial person with an excellent sense of humor while Stephan was a bit dour. Possibly as 
a result of the Great Depression, the Guckenheimer brothers withdrew from the Pflueger firm 
around 1930. Stephan retired, and Fritz became a successful sales representative until political 
conditions forced him to seek a refuge outside of Germany. He finally was able to emigrate to 
Bolivia in April,1940. His letters from La Paz interestingly describe his search for a liveli-
hood there, and allow some insight into the lives of his fellow expatriates. Fritz died unex-
pectedly in La Paz on April 20, 1943. 
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Fritz Guckenheimer in the mid-1930s 
(Photo: Mr. Eric G. Yondorf) 

Eric G. Yondorf 

October 2002 

 

 

 

Fritz Guckenheimer to the Rosenzweigs (2.26.1942) 

 

La Paz, February 26th, 1942 

Fernando S. Guachalla 356/II 

 

My dear Zweigs, 

Three months have passed since I received your letter of October 20th of last year, and I would 
have written you long ago if the first part of December had not scrambled all my plans. At 
first, it was possible to correspond with Portugal, Spain, Sweden and England; now there is a 
possibility that this letter might reach you, and I hope that this will be the case. Since Decem-
ber 8th [1941], I am totally without news from Stephan [Fritz’s and Mathilde’s brother in Nur-
emberg], and I have no way of knowing whether my letters have reached him. Since I may 
assume that you are in uninterrupted touch with him, I ask you to tell him and Mrs. 
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Wertheimer that I am continuing to be well, and that the rest of my colony here are doing fine. 
On this occasion I want to tell you that our friends S. Friedlaender in Vienna have moved and 
that their address now is Blumauergasse 23/24, Vienna II. I frequently see the Fessels here; 
when you write again [to Friedlaenders?], tell them that their children F. are doing very well 
here. Yesterday, the Gruebels [Max Gruebel was Ludwig’s nephew] sent a letter to you via 
maritime mail to which I added my greetings; let’s hope it will arrive in good shape. My best 
wishes for your birthday [Ludwig’s birthday on March 25th] I would rather entrust to the air 
than to water. I hope that these airborne wishes for a long, healthy and enjoyable retirement 
will come true. In the meantime, I marked my 67th very quietly, and since, of course, there 
was no mail of any sort, the quiet was complete, except for a noonday meal of asparagus and 
pork chops to which I was invited after I had donated the asparagus. 

For your efforts on my behalf I want to thank you very much; unfortunately they have not 
come to fruition till now. The “Joint” [Joint Distribution Committee] placed an inquiry with 
the local auxiliary organization concerning my well-being, as a result of which its chairman, a 
certain Mr. Ley [...] called me in for an interview. I told him everything: that I have tried, so 
far without success, to get a foothold in the import trade, and that my personal means were 
nearly exhausted. To this he replied that I should do my darnedest so as to avoid the necessity 
of coming back to him officially, because that would be terrible. He sent a reply to the 
“Joint”. I did not get to see Director Blum of Hochschild in spite of repeated attempts; I then 
let him know through an acquaintance that he should receive me because I had greetings to 
transmit. His answer: I should bother him no more [free translation of “ich soll Shabbes damit 

machen”]. Blum is one of the important directors of the Hochschild Company with a very 
large dollar income. Business-wise, I still cannot report any firm success. Through Kurt 
Neuburger, son of the widow N. and an acquaintance of the Tunte [nickname of Liesel Guck-
enheimer, their mutual sister-in-law], I was able to establish a connection with his firm, Arn-
hold & Co in London, and we were able to book orders here for them in the value of 
$150,000, observing all local regulations, certified by the ministry and embassy, etc. Then 
came a new price-regulation from the USA, according to which costs for war-important mate-
rials must be kept at the 1940 level. The consequence was an urgent offer from the USA at a 
price-reduction of circa 40%. As a result all my orders are in limbo, and only the numerous 
formalities with the USA, and the difficult conditions for deliveries to this country leave me 
with a weak spark of hope. The next two weeks should bring a resolution. 

In the meantime I have established contact with a New York export firm whose co-owner is 
Rudi Kaufmann, the son of my late acquaintance Max Kaufmann (Rosenthal), agricultural 
machinery. In addition, there is a possibility of becoming sales representative for the largest 
hardware and tool distributor in Chicago whose catalog I had seen at Hochschild’s; the man-
ager of their export division is a certain Holland with whom Emil [Yondorf in Chicago] has 
talked about me. The matter has an impediment in the fact that Mr. Holland would like a sales 
representative here, but without handing over an existing sales connection to Bolivian mines. 
The correspondence about this is continuing. Hopefully, one or the other of these propositions 
can be realized, since the current situation is becoming untenable. 

With Chicago I am in regular contact; from the Tunte [Liesel G.] I have had no news in 8 
months; about my Lotte [his daughter in Germany] I know nothing at all; from Munich, too, I 
have heard nothing. In contrast, I had a relatively good report from Ernst L. [Levi, mutual 
nephew formerly Munich, now in British internment camp possibly in Australia] in his camp 
which I cannot answer since there appears to be no mail connection over that ocean at this 
time. I am in regular touch with Otto T. [Tuchmann?]. He has become a grandfather again 
through his son Fritz; as a result, the Richard Jungs [formerly prominent lawyer in Nuremberg 
living in New York] have reached the dignified state of grandparenthood for the first time. I 
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have had several letters from Dr. Carl Guldmann [son of Marie Guldmann]; he is doing well, 
and wishes for Mrs. Wertheimer to transmit the best regards to his mother. I would have en-
closed the original of these greetings, but the postage would have become too high. Max 
Gruebel and his friend Hermann became Bolivian citizens on February 2nd. After they lost 
their [German] citizenship, they now have papers that will permit them to travel to wherever a 
visa can be obtained. The next trip will take Max to Chile this coming month, probably to 
Antofagasta; on March 26th he will turn 60. Hopefully, these lines will reach you safely and 
find you in the best of health; with heartiest greetings and kisses, I am 

Your loving 

Wisch [Fritz’s family nickname] 

 

 

 

Ludwig and Mathilde Rosenzweig to Fritz Guckenheimer 

(4.20.1942) 

 

[Draft Letter by Rosenzweigs] 

Glarus, 4.20.42 

 

Dear Fritz! 

Although we did not receive your dear letter of 2.26. until a few days ago (4.16.) - the previ-
ous one of 9.11. [1941] had arrived on 10.6. - so that we were without news for a long time, 
we were not worried about your state of health because such pauses are not unusual in view of 
the current irregularity of [postal] connections. Your letter essentially contained only one 
pleasant bit of news, and that was that you are feeling well. Heartiest thanks for your jolly 
wishes on my birthday; while they haven’t come true so far, I am sure they were sincere, but 
could not cancel out the powerful weight of my years. It is most regrettable that your efforts 
to create a new livelihood for yourself have failed so far, but not surprising, especially with 
respect to Switzerland. Its shortage of raw materials gave me little hope from the start. The 
case of Arnhold was understandably a deep disappointment for you; but in these unstable 
times, a sales representative can rejoice over an order only after he has the money in his 
pocket. Something can always come up to interfere even after negotiations have been con-
cluded. Hopefully the unexpected will finally turn into reality, and something will succeed for 
which you had held little hope. And now a somewhat nebulous proposition. A certain Felsen-
stein, orthodox, formerly in Fuerth, in very favorable financial circumstances, was at one time 
one of the many friends - I had totally lost sight of him - who would melt into obsequiousness 
and deference vis-a-vis anyone they perceived to have great influence. This as a general pre-
amble, in order not to raise perhaps totally unjustifiable hopes. But in any case, Felsenstein is 
a decent man, who would surely be well disposed toward me. However, this matter does not 
concern him, but his equally orthodox son of whom I only know that for years he has worked 
in Bolivia in a metal business located at an elevation of over 12,000 feet; I don’t know the 
name of the town, nor the name of the firm. But I think it probable that you can find his ad-
dress there possibly through the “Joint” [Joint Distribution Committee] or through an ortho-
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dox organization or in some other way. Should you be able to get in touch with F. Jr., refer to 
me and mention that I have often admired his father for his indefatigable efforts on behalf of 
the Jewish elementary school in Fuerth and have supported these efforts in the Council of 
Jewish Congregations. 

[Mathilde suggests an insert here:] 

Isn’t it possible to get involved in an occasional business opportunity? I imagine that the es-
tablishment of business relations would be extraordinarily difficult in a country whose people 
are so very different from those we are accustomed to deal with. 

Since our last letter, the situation of the Jews in Germany, especially in Nuremberg, has be-
come much worse; presumably in general, but even within Germany, correspondence is car-
ried on so fearfully and over-cautiously that we are very meagerly informed. First the family. 
Dear Stephan, from whom we had news a few days ago, has not been doing well for quite 
some time. In addition to all his usual complaints he has had bronchitis and an attack of sciat-
ica. He had several visits from Nurse Eva [probably Eva Heymann, Freudenburg 1883, de-
ported to Riga in 1941, missing] who, however, had to leave with many others. His faithful 
auxiliary nurse, Mrs. [Hedwig] Wertheimer [née Gutmann, Roth 1893, deported to Riga in 
1941, declared dead], and her sister [Berta Wolfrom, née Gutmann, Roth 1887, deported to 
Izbica in 1942, missing] shared the same fate, Before leaving, Mrs. W. sent us a report about 
Stephan’s illness and amended it after a few days with sad farewell greetings to us, to you and 
to her daughter. Out of her few short lines screams the tragedy of a broken woman! A short 
time earlier she had sent us a charming birthday letter for you which we are forwarding by 
surface mail. The lack of news from your Lotte [Fritz’s only child, deported in 1941 from 
Berlin to Riga where she perished] need not upset you; we don’t know of any case which is 
different: there appears to be an absolute prohibition on writing. 

From Munich, Stephan received the news that Gockel [their mutual niece], her boss and wife 
and the staff also had to commence the sad journey [I believe that Gockel worked as a legal 
secretary in a lawyer’s office in earlier years]. Hans [Gockel’s brother], who in the meantime 
has married his love who is said to have a rather grown-up daughter in the USA, has not been 
moved yet. Of 140 employees in the [Munich Jewish] congregation, 95 have been sent away. 
In the Nuremberg congregation, too, there seem to have been many deportations of employees 
as I must conclude from the rather long silence of the main persons. I have certain knowledge 
only about Else Bl. [Else Blumenthal, born 1894 in Nuremberg, 1942 deported to Izbica and 
perished] whom you know, and assume the same with great probability concerning Humm. 
[Hummel] and family [probably Rosa H., née Merzbacher, Nuremberg 1883, deported to Iz-
bica 1942, missing, and her children Walter and Elsbeth who shared her fate]. From among 
the number of Nuremberg deportees a few: [Ludwig] Gerngross with wife [Grete], nee Mar-
schuetz [both deported 1941 to Riga and perished], Landger. [Landgerichtsrat (County Court 
Councellor) Dr. Hugo] Ehrenberger [1941 deported to Riga and perished], Rest. [Restaurant-
besitzer (restaurant owners)] Plaut, Benno and sisters [Lina and Louise Plaut, all three 1942 
deported to Izbica and perished]. The particular case of Dr. [Gustav] Wolf and wife [Bella, 
both deported to Izbica in 1942] is especially noteworthy. The couple was included in the 
deportation list, was then struck from the list, and in the end sent away nevertheless. The rea-
son: Engineer [Dr. Martin] Offenbacher and wife [Renée] had also been on the list, but had 
escaped their sad fate by poisoning themselves, which created a gap in the list which the 
German bureaucracy could not permit. [In actual fact, this case was even more tragic: Dr. 
Offenbacher committed suicide on 3.23.1942. His wife seems to have survived the attempted 
suicide but was unfit for the transport to Izbica on 3.24.1942. She was deported to Krasniczyn 
in eastern Poland on 4.23.1942, one month after the death of her husband] A few months ago, 
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Dr. Lessing’s widow [Emmy Lessing, née Loewensohn, Fuerth 1887, Nuremberg 1941] also 
committed suicide to escape the march to the east. The fate of the old age home has now also 
been decided, although I have not been informed officially of this for reasons that are easy to 
guess. Its inhabitants will likely find their eternal rest in eastern soil; don’t mention this to 
Holzmanns [family of Ludwig’s grandniece Ida, then residing in La Paz] for the time being. 
The mood in Nuremberg is naturally desperate since nobody knows what the next day may 
bring; one can almost assume that not every last one can be shipped away; but also for those 
remaining behind there is the pressing fear of an immediate change of dwelling accommoda-
tion which always signifies a worsening. Thus Marie Guldmann already has had to change 
apartments again onto a floor where she ... [Mathilde probably meant to insert number of co-
dwellers]; everyone has only one room, and all must share the one kitchen! From the USA 
only one item: Dr. Levi has died in humble circumstances. I must omit mention of many other 
interesting items in order not to exceed the weight limit of this letter. [....] Unbelievable is the 
nasty crudeness and lack of the most primitive manners expressed in Mr. Blum’s message to 
you [...] We will send on the letters from Ida Holzmann which you enclosed as soon as we can 
ascertain that her father [Isaak “Iwan” Weinstock, born 1859 in Roedelmaier (Lower Franco-
nia), 9.10.1942 deported from Nuremberg to Theresienstadt where he perished on 12.13.1942] 
is in Nuremberg still. We shall answer her letter to us shortly; but tell her in the meantime that 
news from her father received a few weeks ago seemed to indicate that he was in very good 
shape. 

And now heartiest greetings ... 

[Zweigs] 

 

 

 

Fritz Guckenheimer to the Rosenzweigs (5.26.1942) 

 

La Paz, May 26, 1942 

Fernando E. Guachalla 396/lI 

 

My Dear Ones, 

Your letter of April 20th reached me on May 24th already and I was very happy with it al-
though it contained so little that was pleasant. The same mail brought Reizenstein the news 
that his three sisters [Nelly, Klara and Rosa, 1942 deported to Izbica and perished] had to mi-
grate as well. Even though this dreadful news hit us not unexpectedly, and after we ourselves 
have done everything to escape this sad fate, the impact on reading these horrible reports in 
black and white is totally depressing. It is such good fortune that Stephan [mutual brother] has 
so far been spared this fate; whether this situation can last will totally depend on how long this 
swine [Hitler] will remain the head of state. 

Will he reach his tenth anniversary [as Chancellor]? According to the news from our newspa-
pers, which are as good as those anywhere, our former homeland appears to be tuckered out 
already, and the fighting on the eastern front seems to cause heavy losses on both sides, while 
the two great democracies have been able to keep their armies almost unaffected. One speaks 
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very much about the war here, naturally, but it hardly touches us, at least where our bodily 
well-being is concerned. My noon-day meal costs, converted, only 50 Pfennig, and is more 
than enough. Some import businesses naturally suffer very much as a result of a lack of space 
on ships and the various [restrictive] regulations; there is no shortage of goods that might be 
imported. --- The word is out here that through the Red Cross in Geneva one might obtain 
information concerning people that have been deported to Poland , especially that one could 
learn their exact address. Should such a possibility exist, please inquire about Lotte [Fritz’s 
daughter] when you get this; her last address was Berlin-Wilmersdorf, Landhausstrasse 38, 
born 9.20.03. I particularly regret the fate of Gockel, as well as that of my ‘little doctor’ 
Wertheimer [widow of Dr. W.] who in wise foresight gave me the address of her daughter in 
England to take with me; I shall write to her in the next few days. --- Since March 12th I have 
a firm position as sales representative for the Argentinean butter brand “La Vaquilla” [Little 
Cow] with a salary of 1000 Bol. [Bolivinanos, Bolivian currency] a month, plus sales provi-
sions. My boss is a Spaniard from Bilbao by name of Jose Orejas Campo, very decent and 
correct so far. Three types of butter are available here: a domestic brand which because of 
unreliable deliveries and a high price is rather out of question; also two brands imported from 
Argentina, mine and the leading brand which used to rule the local market single-handedly. I, 
an immigrant, was hired to create some competition for this brand by selling to German food 
stores and restaurants. The deal was brokered by Max Gruebel [Ludwig’s nephew in La Paz] 
who had been a business friend of Campo’s for some time. 

The beginning was difficult since I was only able to run up sales of 100 Bol. per day. But now 
I am able to achieve a turnover of circa 2,000 Bol. a month, so that I can manage to get along 
rather well. These sales do not consist just of butter, but other food items as well such a pick-
les, spaghetti, canned goods, hot dogs etc. The work is not easy since I also have to deliver the 
goods. But in return I receive payment in cash. If I were to hire an Indio [native person] as a 
carrier I would have to do all deliveries on foot, since I am not allowed to take the Indio on 
the streetcar; but walking all the errands over the local hilly terrain would tire me out too 
much. Mostly I carry 25 to 30 pounds [of goods], use every public transport opportunity for 
delivery, return to the warehouse to re-supply, and start all over again. In spite of this some-
times very strenuous activity, I have not lost any weight so far and feel very well. My boss is 
very satisfied with me so far, and hopefully I can keep the job. My knowledge of Spanish has 
rather improved through this activity and I commence by and by to understand the language. I 
still have much trouble speaking it, but can read the newspaper rather fluently. Most of the 
immigrants here manage to subsist, a small part of them even make good money, especially 
those working in the mines who are paid in dollars. So far, I have heard nothing from the 
Fuerth Felsenstein, I assume that he works in Oruro or one of the other mining cities. People 
like that rarely come here, since they tend to go to lower lying resorts such as Cochabamba 
for relaxation. 

The Rosenthals [Mrs. Rosenthal was a niece of Ludwig] have been very fortunate, and I think 
they’ve never been so well off; there are said to be months when they make more than 6,000 
Bol., according to Max [Gruebel, brother of Gisella R.], and I assume that Max is telling the 
truth in such matters. Gisella is dreadfully thrifty, even today, and they have paid up all their 
debts to Max. Holzmanns [Mrs. Ida Holzmann is Ludwig’s grand niece] also are managing 
very well. He [Erich Holzmann] has now established himself as a wallpaper hanger, and runs 
ads on the radio for his “Woodman” mattresses. He is said to be quite busy already, but his 
two sons with their regular incomes constitute the firm pillars of the household finances. 

Hardly anything worth mentioning happens here; only the departure of the members of the 
fifth column [Nazi supporters] brings a bit of variety to the humdrum of daily life; moreover, 
a second group is to be expedited shortly. I continue to feel quite well. Winter has arrived 
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with glorious magnificence. Every day, a cloudless sky turns blue as the sun rises after seven 
to send its warming rays over the Andes, a vital necessity as one must label the nightly tem-
peratures of 42 to 50 degrees F. as noticeably cold. In the warm sun, the well-tended gardens 
remain green and the flowers continue to bloom. 

The Fessels here are good immigrant acquaintances of mine. Mrs. Fessel is a née Friedlaender 
from Vienna and has been without any news from her parents for a long time. That’s why I 
asked you, too indirectly perhaps, to write to Vienna that the Fessels are doing very well, and 
that the Friedlaenders should write how things are with them. Sturm [?] here is asking you, if 
it were possible, to find out whether his old mother is still in Nuremberg. - The latest Aufbau 
(New York) [newspaper] writes that people from Nuremberg have been brought to the Riga 
Ghetto [actually to Riga-Jungfernhof concentration camp on 11.29.1941]. 

Now I wish you well; hearty hugs and kisses from your ever-loving Wisch. 

For 9 months now, I have been without news from the Tunte [sister-in-law Liesel Gucken-
heimer, London]. 

 

 

 

Ludwig and Mathilde Rosenzweig to Fritz Guckenheimer 

(8.26.1942) 

 

[Draft Letter by Rosenzweigs] 

Glarus, August 26th [1942] 

 

Dear Fritz! 

Your dear letter from May 26th, received here August 4th, made us very happy, especially that 
you have finally found a job after such a long period of searching. If you should have butter 
sales problems there, you could get rid of any quantity of butter here where the weekly ration 
amounts to only 100 grams. An address for people deported to Poland is absolutely unobtain-
able, least of all from the Red Cross which tends to fail almost totally even in the most simple 
matters; we have experience with this. With respect to the Friedlaenders, I have written to 
Vienna; whether or when I might get information is anybody’s guess. From the food costs 
over there you can form some idea what our customary Friday evening meals used to cost; is 
the quantity and quality of preparation there equally as satisfactory? 

Now to the homeland chronicle: the conditions become constantly more untenable. Flora 
[their Munich sister] was sent to Theresienstadt in the middle of July. We have no address yet, 
and according to the latest information we received, Stephan, who can only move painfully on 
two canes, is faced with the same fate which would amount to plain murder. All people over 
65 years of age are supposed to be moved away, those under that age limit will presumably be 
put to work by the labor service. Old Mrs. Dessauer, 81, with her sisters has already been de-
ported. Some are lucky enough to die in transit already, as for instance the mother of 
Hummel. Others remove themselves from these miseries by way of suicide, as for example 
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Ernst Reizenstein - Behringersdorf [formerly director of the brewery there, committed suicide 
on 7.6.1942], Judicial Counselor Lust and wife [Hermann and Emma Lust, committed suicide 
in Munich 6.8.1942] , and the former clothing manufacturer [Isidor] Abraham [of Nuremberg, 
suicide on 8.11.1942]. From hints I received I can not be sure whether [Leo] Katzenberger, 
who was condemned to death for having committed “Rassenschande” [being sexually in-
volved with an “Aryan” woman], was able to escape his execution by committing suicide 
[This information had been wrong: Leo Katzenberger was executed in Munich on 6.3.1942]. 
Albert Fechheimer, his presumptive successor [as President of the Congregation] did not suc-
ceed him. On the orders of higher powers [probably the Gestapo], [Bernhard] Kolb is now in 
the post of president. In this sphere, there would be much more to report, but it would go too 
far. In personal matters, too, I can only report excerpts: Walter B.[Berlin?] writes that he feels 
lucky although he and his family [could save] their lives only. Ernst Levi [mutual nephew 
from Munich, now London] writes that most emigrants are pursuing some occupation. Liesel 
[mutual sister-in-law] seems to be doing quite well as a maid [Actually Liesel had learned to 
be a milliner in England, and worked at it quite successfully.] and Gogo [Liesel’s daughter] 
continues to be very satisfied in her profession [X-ray technician]. Mrs. H. [?] manages to 
subsist as a saleslady in ... while he is a buyer not of hops, but of potatoes, carrots and similar 
items. Paul Strauss who presumably is still in Belgium [Nuremberg 1879, deported on 
4.19.1943 from Malines / Belgium to Auschwitz and perished], has not since the occupation 
sent any sign of life to his wife and daughter who are working for a clothing factory in Lon-
don. Roth and Friedlein are said to be doing very well. We had very happy letters from Dr. 
Gessner and his wife Selma, née Stein, former head [of the Old Age Home?] in which they 
inform us of their marriage; as you might recall, I had foreseen this for a long time. A further 
wedding will interest you: Lutz Frank has married the widow of Walter Tuchmann who had 
recently died in Mexico. Otto Aschaffenburg, son-in-law of Louis Dormitzer [close friend of 
Ludwig], has died after a successful operation that was supposed to correct a serious paraly-
sis. The father-in-law, L.D. [Louis Dormitzer, Nuremberg 1863 - Theresienstadt 1943] could 
not get permission to travel to Berlin for the funeral. 

Hopefully you will continue to be well in every respect; 

With sincerest greetings yours 

[Zweigs] 

 

 

 

Fritz Guckenheimer to the Rosenzweigs (1.17.1943) 

 

La Paz, January 17, 1943 

Fernando E. Guachalla 396/II 

 

My dear ones, 

After a very long pause, I finally have a chance to write you again. Essentially, I have only 
Sundays and holidays free for my correspondence, and these often are totally taken up with 
sewing and darning work. The laundry here ruins a lot of things, and since one would like to 
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maintain as much as possible what little one still possesses, this means that, as long ago in the 
military service, one must be prepared to do duty with needle and thread. On work days I am 
so tired that I can’t possibly write in the evenings; I might be up for a game of cards, but 
mostly I hear an hour of good radio music at the house of good friends. Most of the stations 
here have very good records; 95% of programming is European music.- I was able to expand 
my sales activities to the point where I achieve a monthly turnover of 30,000 Bol. [Bolivi-
anos, Bolivian currency] minimally. Six weeks ago, my boss offered me a helper of my 
choice at his expense to lighten my load and to be able to further increase my turnover which 
I was actually able to do. I have taken the 14 year old son of immigrants as my helper, a very 
willing youngster who gets a salary of 80 Bol. a week. My knowledge of the Spanish lan-
guage has made some progress so that I can at least communicate with my boss to some ex-
tent. In the month of October I had a string of bad luck: first I was relieved of my pocket 
watch on the streetcar - its replacement, a wrist watch, cost me 400 Bol. -, then my wallet 
with 1,000 Bol. was stolen in a bus. I had with me almost 4,000 Bol. on that day as a result of 
my cash collections; the money was distributed over various pockets, so that I got off rather 
lightly. Then I managed to burn out the hot water heater for our bathtub, a 150 Bol. repair job. 
To top it all off; I received via Chicago the sad news of Stephan’s passing away which, of 
course, I regretted very much. Even though I did not always see eye to eye with Stephan, this 
news awakened reminiscences of happy times long past and I sadly recalled the carefree hours 
in our parental house. Now we are only three of formerly eight living siblings, and thrust into 
all corners of the earth on account of that swine [Hitler]. Because of the frequent dreadfully 
sad news which we hear almost daily one becomes more or less inured; but this report [about 
Stephan’s death], even though utterly unsurprising, has touched me to the core. Do accept my 
heartfelt condolences at the death of our eldest brother! 

On the whole we are doing well here. In the general [Jewish] community we lack a man such 
as you, dear Ludwig, because the lack of unity is great in the presence of many interest groups 
and multiple countries of origin. The largest and strongest group is Polish (Circulo Polaco), 
while the liberal community encompasses perhaps only one fifth of the [Jewish] people living 
here. I am not a member, since I totally disagree with the present leadership. - Gruebels 
[Ludwig’s nephew Max & wife] are traveling on the 26th to Antofagasta by the sea in Chile 
for a bit of relaxation ... Rosenthals [Mrs. R. is Ludwig’s niece] are also doing well, and it is 
said that he has never earned as much as he does here. Holzmanns [Mrs. Holzmann is 
Ludwig’s grandniece] continue to live very frugally, all four in one room, which they really 
would not have to do, judging by their income. Under the name “Woodman” he has a success-
ful wallpaper shop and he fabricates all types of pillows and bolsters, especially the three-part 
“Woodman” mattresses, an article practically unknown here. 

Here, too, everything has become considerably more expensive; I now pay 12 Bol. for my 
noon-day meal, when I arrived only 7 Bol. Sugar is now 2.50 Bol., formerly 80 centavos. But 
everything is available, and if one calculates on the basis of one Dollar = 50 Bolivianos, the 
prices are very reasonable for a visitor who owns some foreign [hard] currency. One notices 
little of the war here, but one does see occasional strange uniforms wandering about town. 
Local strategizing [among refugees, presumably] advances with giant steps regardless of the 
actual war situation, and one sometimes hears of people developing plans for a trip to Europe. 
But until the giant enterprise [the war] devolves this time, many months will likely have to 
pass. 

We have, at this time, the most beautiful summer weather; very hot in the bright sun during 
the day, but pleasantly cool in the evenings. The frequent, very heavy showers (rainy season) 
serve to cleanse the air, but these intense rains never last long, so that one can usually go out 
without an umbrella. The fruit harvest is in full swing; aside from the local crop such as cher-
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ries, plums, pears and apples there is the whole range of tropical fruits, so that in that respect, 
too, we are well and affordably supplied. 

I finished this second page on January 24th; I have no idea how long such a letter might be on 
its way nowadays; but I shall cautiously send along my congratulations for your birthday, dear 
Ludwig, even on the chance that my wishes might arrive much too early. I wish you all the 
very best, and hope that you can spend many more years in good health together with your 
beloved Gewibschden [Mathilde]. 

Let me hear from you soon; with hugs and kisses 

from your loving 

Wisch. 

March 8th. Finally a sign of a mailing opportunity via Argentina; whether this letter will reach 
its destination is uncertain, nevertheless. From Chicago [Yondorfs], I have had very good 
news in the meantime. They only regret very much that they have no letters from you. Should 
these lines reach you, please use the Buenos Aires address of Fritz Ullmann’s brother at the 
end of this letter to send your reply. The Gruebels are doing very well; did you receive Max’s 
letter from October? They are sending you their regards in any case. In the meantime, I had 
good news from the Tunte [mutual sister-in-law in London] again; aside from that, everything 
[postal connections] seems to be shut down. 

The airplane which is to carry this letter to you has my blessing. Hopefully it will carry back a 
good answer from you. 

Once more, greetings and kisses yours 

Wisch 

 

 

 

Ludwig and Mathilde Rosenzweig to Fritz Guckenheimer 

(6.29./30.1943) 
 

Via Mr. Ullmann Glarus, June 29./30., 1943 
 

My dear Fritz! 

We received your letter of Jan.17th / March 8th on June 18th; however, we did not get the letter 
by Max [Gruebel] from October which you mentioned. Similarly, our letters to you and to 
Max from August 26th [1942] do not seem to have reached you. I come to that conclusion 
since you do not mention a word about Aunt Flora [their sister] whose deportation to There-
sienstadt I reported to you in that letter among many other things. Some time ago, we received 
a letter from her in which she describes accommodations and food availability with enthusi-
asm; whether all is as beautiful as she writes is impossible to verify from here. That she is 
called the gold ribbon on the black patch in view of her golden sense of humor, I gladly be-
lieve at least with respect to the black patch. Meanwhile, Hans Levi [their younger Munich 
nephew; see also below] and wife and 7 fellow workers have also departed for Th. [There-
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sienstadt] because their whole operation was dissolved [Munich Jewish Congregation]; the 
same goes for Nbg. [Nuremberg] which [Bernhard] Kolb and his family have now had to 
leave to resettle in Th. [Theresienstadt]. Corresponding with the inmates of Th. [Theresien-
stadt] appears practically impossible; it is said that they are allowed to write once a month, 
and similarly that they may receive three letters or postcards. In actual fact, we haven’t re-
ceived a single line from the many acquaintances who now reside there, and who certainly 
would write us if it were possible. 

You devote some regretful lines to the passing of dear Stephan [their oldest brother] - a sign 
of our hard times. We must see in it the best, almost redeeming conclusion to a pitiable exis-
tence and what’s more, his death spared him the difficult voyage [deportation] and many other 
things. That must be our comfort and yours as well. In Th. [Theresienstadt] Sophie Dormitzer, 
the wife of my friend Louis [Nuremberg 1863 - Theresienstadt 1943], died of heart disease a 
few days after their arrival [9.23.1942]; also there, Mrs. Otto Fechheimer, née Eierman suc-
cumbed to pneumonia. The mourning widower is reunited with his two sisters there; but that 
will hardly make up for the fact that he can no longer cultivate his accustomed upper class life 
style. Mundl Dormitzer [Dr. Sigmund Johannes D., Nuremberg 1869 - Theresienstadt 1943], 
who had to undergo a successful prostate operation a few month ago, and his wife [author 
Else D., born 1877 in Nuremberg, 1943 deported to Theresienstadt with her husband, after 
liberation emigrated to London where she died in 1958] have exchanged Amsterdam for Th. 
[Theresienstadt]; she wrote us this on the day of their departure without further explanation, 
whereas we heard from another source that they did not absolutely have to go this way. They 
made this choice semi-voluntarily in order to avoid being sent on a journey into the unknown. 
The [German Jewish] colony in Amsterdam has shrunk considerably; your friend Bimbus, 
who is said to be quite ailing, and his wife have for some time been in the same camp as his 
son. 

In London, Pauli Erlanger died in a hospital of heart disease, a huge loss for Frieda Held with 
whom she had lived. Willy Hahn had an operation because of a blocked intestine; since he is 
also a diabetic his case appears rather hopeless according to our source. His financial condi-
tion is said to be less radiant than it once was. Ernst Rosenfelder is doing quite well as a sales 
representative in his old field. Walter Berlin has been employed in an accounting firm for 
some time now; he is quite satisfied with his situation although his wife and children must 
also earn money. Fritz Josephthal is doing quite well economically but he must work very 
hard. Ernst Levi [older of the Munich nephews] is working for the same firm. In the begin-
ning he found his work difficult, but he is now doing less stressful work. 

The disunity of our fellow religionists in Bolivia is nothing extraordinary. Dr. [Isaak] Bam-
berger [former religious teacher of the Nuremberg Congregation] writes - the letter was un-
derway for 7 months - that in Palestine, too, all are against all. Paul Josephthal [1869 Nurem-
berg - 1943 Tel Aviv] has died in Palestine, but not from grief over these dissonances, but 
from the disease which according to the prognoses of his doctors should have ended his life 
twenty years ago. 

Your various losses would have been very regrettable in other times as well, and your en-
richment in the Spanish language does not fully compensate for them, unless you, a modern 
Cervantes, could quadruple your turnover with your exemplary Spanish. As for that, you 
likely have a predominately German speaking clientele? How are your various friends from 
our homeland doing, are they sufficiently capable of making a living? Max Gruebel 
[Ludwig’s nephew] is likely doing pretty well. Have you managed to contact Mr. Felsenstein 
[a possible source of business contacts suggested in the past by Ludwig Rosenzweig]? If I 
were you, I would keep on trying; perhaps he could yet be useful to you. Since you are not 
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writing anything to the contrary, I hope I correctly assume that you are feeling quite well in 
the Bolivian climate, and my wish that this may remain so is a part of my birthday wishes for 
you which will arrive too late for the 68th. But since they are conservable, they will have va-
lidity for the 69th and also for the 70th in time for which, I most certainly hope, they will ar-
rive. For your congratulations on my birthday, which also arrived post festum I send you my 
heartfelt thanks. With best regards, yours 

Ludwig. 

 

[Addendum by Mathilde:] 

My dear Wisch [Fritz’ family nickname]! 

We were extraordinarily glad to get a letter from you after such a long time and to learn that 
you are doing well health- and business-wise or you could not have worked so intensively. 
You have been able to increase your turnover, and hopefully it will further increase so that 
you will have satisfactory earnings after all your efforts. 

We are doing rather well; unfortunately, Ludwig is not fully recovered from a bout with flu 
and high fever which confined him to bed and house for several weeks. He does go out again 
now but can’t overtax himself with long walks. We very much miss news from the children 
[the Yondorfs in Chicago]. They telegraphed a few times - but at least they seem to have re-
ceived our letters; yet, such a one-sided exchange is not very satisfying. A great comfort was 
and is for us the fact that Stephan could come to the end of his life in his homeland because he 
would not likely have survived the resettlement. And now fare well, greet all relatives from 
us, and accept a hug and kiss from the 

Gewibschten [Mathilde’s nickname] 

 

Gerty Spies, a survivor of Theresienstadt concentration camp, wrote in her book “My Years 

in Theresienstadt” about the fate of Hans and Hertha Levi: 

Hertha Levi was from Munich. Her husband, Hans, had worked for the Munich Jewish Com-

munity Service until it was disbanded during summer of 1943. They had come to Theresien-

stadt with the last transport from there. This transport had not been assembled in Camp Mil-

bertshofen like the other transports from Munich and then continued on. Rather, the few peo-

ple left had been thrown into the prison at the police headquarters until departure 

[6.24.1943], men separated from women. 

Hertha had not wanted to go. She had wanted to end her life, as many others had done before 

her. But Hans was a life-affirming optimist - nonsense, they would both survive and return. At 

last they came to an agreement: they would pulverize the pills which Hertha knew how to ob-

tain and smuggle them in her purse, declaring them as saccharine, if necessary. 

The smuggling succeeded. But when they were pulverizing them, the small glass tube broke; 

Hans hurt himself. It was an insignificant cut to his little finger, and he did not pay attention 

to it. During the days and nights of their imprisonment in the police station, neither sheets nor 

medicine were permitted, and the little wound became inflamed. His companions demanded a 

doctor, the supervisor tried, but to no avail - no medical help was allowed. 
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When Hertha - on the way to Theresienstadt - saw her husband, she did not recognize him. 

And the same happened to me. In the courtyard of the Hohenelber barracks - we called them 

“Hohenelbe” for short - under beautiful, old chestnut trees, there was a military hospital bar-

rack. When I entered the room in which Hans was supposed to be, I looked from one bed to 

the other, but I did not see him until an ancient man - Hans was not forty-four yet - waved at 

me from one of the corners. It was Hans. 

He fought death for three weeks. Blood transfusions - the fever went down. The next day it 

was up again. The infection went on, kept spreading - it was too late. In his delirium he saw 

an airplane on his last day, which was to take him to freedom. “Hurry, Hurry,” he called to 

Hertha. “They are leaving any minute! Oh my God, we can’t get on,” he lamented. 

We were allowed to accompany the funeral procession only to the barricade. From there the 

vehicle, loaded down with coffins, swayed unescorted toward Bauschowitz - to the cremato-

rium. Hertha collapsed onto one of the cut-down trees lying on the road: “My husband, who 

wanted to fetch the stars from the sky for me - how can he leave me - so alone!” 

[Hans Levi died on 7.17.1943 in Theresienstadt. His wife Hertha was deported from there to 

Auschwitz on 10.12.1944 where she perished.] 
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